
 

Rickman is at the height of his career when he is approached with the offer to play the lead in a movie adaptation of The Shining, but with one condition: He must record an audio version of the book for potential release with the movie. Though initially hesitant, Rickman succumbs to temptation and agrees. But when he tries to read from a script for recording, it becomes abundantly clear that reading
from a script isn't going to cut it. Rickman decides he needs help and turns to a friend named Dan Aykroyd who offers advice on how to get through this horrendous ordeal. However, Rickman's new friend is hiding some secrets of his own. The chilling audio edition of The Shining has become a cult classic and is available for the first time ever as an audio book.

* radio dramatization

* radio dramatization

* radio dramatization

* radio dramatization

The screenplay for this film was written by Mick Garris. It was based on an idea developed by Roderick Thorp, who created the original book on which it was based, "The Shining". Rickman recorded his reading of the script at a studio where it was then edited for the film. The initial cast that recorded the ECW Press edition was:

*This is not to be confused with the 1990 film, "Shining". That film starred Danny Lloyd as Jack Torrance, and also had some scenes that briefly reference The Shining; including an infamous snowman scene.

  Canadian New City Theatre 2010 (http://www.canadiannewcitytheatre.org) (20 September 2010) (http://www.tlcnet. org/tm/news/story.aspx?id=3371) (18 September 2010) http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2010/09/17/stephen-king-robin-williams-the-shining_n_737228.html]

   

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1283801/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 https://itunes.apple. com/us/movie/shining-by-stephen-king/id114461034 http://www.myfoxdfw.com/dpp/entertainment/celebrity_news_ap_ent_050711_robin_williams_the_shining_audio

https://www.audible.com David Cronenberg Audio - The Dead Zone (http://www.amazon.com/Dead-Zone-David-Cronenberg/dp/B005QV2MHO) (24 October 2009) (http://gothicnoirfilms.
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